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A Day at the Races

Horse drawn carriages were in evidence during Winterthur’s Point to
Point. DEC Director George Parris was
asked to hold Delmarva Driving Club member Wayne Baker’s team in place.
Below: DEC’s tailgate
at Point to Point.

Above: A costumed dog and a
baby”traveling in style” at the
event.

Four steeplechase races were
featured, and fox hunters following their hounds were
among the classic attractions.

Delaware Equine Council’s

“Autumn on the Brandywine”
DRIVE & RIDE
September 15th
Stay tuned…..

by Julie Warrington
The Point to Point at Winterthur celebrated its 40th
Anniversary on Sunday, May 6th. The beautiful, rolling
green hills of Winterthur
were a perfect backdrop for
a day at the races.
The Delaware Equine
Council has Jill Abbott, Race
Director, a 20-year employee
of Winterthur, to thank for the
generous donation of placing
DEC’s new Delaware license
plate on the Jumbotron for
thousands to see.
Not only did this promote
DEC’s new Delaware
the license plate, it also inlicense plate was
creased awareness that
featured on the
Delaware has an Equine
jumbotron during the
Council. Many horse enthu- 40th Anniversary Point
siasts in New Castle County to Point at Winterthur.
are not aware of the Council
and its volunteers’ tireless efforts to represent horse
owners and the Equine Industry as a whole within the
state of Delaware.
The morning brought thousands to set up their tailgates. Since the Point to Point is always held the first
Sunday in May, which is the day after the Kentucky
Derby, most in attendance were attired to compete
against the best Derby attendees. While most walked
the beautiful hills, others traveled in style.
Other attractions prior to the “main” event were the
foxhunters and hounds, which exemplified the “best
use” of the Winterthur grounds along with the awe inspiring horse drawn carriages.
DEC Director, George Parris, who is an accomplished
driver, was asked to hold Frances and Wayne Baker’s
team in place. The Bakers are members of the Delmarva Driving Club and DEC members.
As noon arrived, a long horned trumpeter announced
the first of 4 steeplechase races. The average race was
a heart pounding 3 or more miles over “fair hunting
country” including many “timber railed” jumps of 3ft. or
more. (Continued on page 2)

Put your
number
on the
DEC plate
at the DMV
now!
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President’s Message

When life
gets rough
–
Enjoy the
Ride!

Point to Point

(Continued from page 1)
Steeplechase horses are Jockey Club registered Thoroughbreds. They have “speed, stamina, smarts and
enough athletic ability to run and jump at the same time.”
“The best jumpers clear the fences in one long stridemuch like a human hurdler jumps in track and field
events.”
Most steeplechase horses begin their career at age 3
and usually race into their early teens. They then go on to
have successful second careers as Foxhunters, show
horses, and pleasure horses.

_______________________________
Send articles and information for the
Delaware Equine News to
warrington_girls@yahoo.com
_______________________________

Thanks to everyone that has purchased
a Delaware Equine Council license plate.
Sales have far surpassed our expectations.
We are now trying to get legislation approved for its use on trailers. We hope to have the legislation presented in this session.
Please review the article on additional Sunday deer
hunting. DEC is supporting the farmers in their effort to
reduce deer crop damage by supporting additional hunting programs on their private lands. However, we do not
support additional Sunday hunting during the normal
hunting seasons. Legislation for the additional Sunday
hunting has not been presented yet, however, we are
aware that Department of Natural Resources and the Department of Agriculture have drafted the proposed
changes. We'll keep you posted of the status on our web
site and Facebook.
We are planning a super ride/drive in the Northern part
of the State for September 15. That is in addition to our
normal Member Appreciation Day at Redden HQ on September 30. We'll let you know more as plans are finalized. Mark your calendar!
Stan Vonasek, DEC President

2018 Delaware Equine Council Officers:
President, Stan Vonasek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302-684-3966
Vice President, Ken Horeis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 302-270-2648
Secretary, Pam Nebel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240-994-2220
Treasurer, Tami Stevens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 815-252-8367

2018 Delaware Equine Council Directors:
Kate Bowski . . . . . . . 302-858-2687
George Parris . . . . . . 302-846-2189
Julie Warrington . . . . 302-423-7393
Cynthia Vollmer. . . . . 302-519-2034

lonestargeorgetown@gmail.com
. . . . . . . .gigiparris@verizon.net
. . .warrington_girls@yahoo.com
. . .cyn.vollmer2010@gmail.com

 Next DEC Meetings 
No June Meeting • July
7 p.m. - Harrington Fire Company Conference Room
20 Clark St.• Harrington, DE 19952
Come join us & bring a friend!
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Changing Fates Equine Rescue Looking to Build Barn
by Robin Weinkam
Changing Fates Equine Rescue of
Delaware (CFERD) is a 501 (c) (3) organization originally created as Whimsical Equine Rescue in 2005. At that
time, we were housed at the home of
Karen Speake, President of CFERD.
As time went by, and horses were rescued, we determined that we needed
more room. We were soon fortunately
Dezi, a healthy filly born May 8th
able to rent 7.5 acres with a barn in
Laurel.
Rescues were abundant and it was
apparent again that more land was necessary to accomplish our mission to
provide home and safety to unwanted
horses. We began researching grants
and looking for property to buy. In
2011, Longwood Foundation granted us
80% of the purchase price of 37 acres
of land which had previously been used
as a campground. We negotiated with
the seller and began fundraising to
complete the purchase. Since that
We thought she was having twins! time, we have cleared the land of brush
Glad it's just sweet Reilly.
and trash and have fenced in five (5)
pastures, all with run-in sheds.
All in all, our set up is great, but
adding a barn would improve our ability
to help the horses. Having stalls available for some of the severely neglected
horses that we receive would enhance
the ability to monitor and care for them,
especially regarding their food intake
and medical requirements. We proceeded to design a barn that would be
large enough to make a positive impact
on our horses in need of close care and
monitoring.
Nickalas, with adoptive moms,
In 2015, we began researching
Diva and Lucy with Dezi's Mom,
grants
again to help us build the barn.
Sunshine, in the background
We asked several builders for quotes
on barns to assist in the grant writing
process. We only received one response at the
Changing Fates Equine Rescue of time, so the barn
was put on hold
Delaware, Inc
temporarily.
In 2016, we
began writing
grants again to be
submitted in Janu31283 Old Cabin Road
ary 2017 and subLaurel, DE 19956
mitted them to
several Founda302-339-5065
tions. In May
www.changingfatesequine.org

2017, Longwood Foundation approved
a $100,000.00 grant based on the
quote from the one builder that responded to us back in 2015. The only
stipulation to the grant was that we
needed to raise the additional funds
ourselves either through events or
grants. We started a Go Fund me campaign dedicated to the barn. To date,
Go Fund me has raised just over
$13,000.00.
Once the story on the Quantico
horses broke, we knew we wanted to
get involved in the rescue efforts. We
brought in 14 horses from this horrific
situation. Many thanks to John Whaley
of Whaley Equine Services in
Bridgeville for making the rescue of
these particular 14 horses a reality. All
have settled in nicely and we have two
new healthy babies, Dezi and Nickalas.
We contacted Longwood and explained our new situation. We requested the builder to prepare another
estimate. We submitted the new quote
to Longwood showing what could be
completed with a little over
$100,000.00. The Longwood trustees
met and decided to release the money
so we could get as much completed as
possible and better assist these horses.
We still need to raise the additional
funds to complete the rest of the stalls
and windows. We also have a few
grant requests still pending and hope to
have a positive response soon.The
barn will be 52ft x 156ft. The funds
from Longwood will construct the entire
barn with 13 stalls and 13 Dutch windows. As we raise the money, we will
construct additional stalls. Until that
time, we will have lots of room for hay
storage.
Our Board of Directors does not get
paid to run the rescue, nor write the
grants. The Board and all of the volunteers are exactly that…..volunteers.
We appreciate their dedication, willingness and tireless efforts to help all of
these horses who so badly need a
break in life.
Many thanks to all of our donors and
sponsors. We appreciate you more
than you can imagine. Check out our
website www.changingfatesequine.org
or follow us on Facebook.
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~ Welcome New Members ~

Calendar of Events
June 2018:
Friday-Sunday, June 8-10:TEC Spring Fling, contact Denise at
302-249-5804 or dh3261@aol.com
Saturday, June 9: Maryland – Delaware Barrel Horse Association sanctioned show at Lone Star Stables in Georgetown,
DE. Contact: Kate Bowski 302-858-2687
Saturday, June 9: Karen's Shows at Annett Farm, wwwannettfarms.com
Sunday, June 10: Eastern Shore Western Horse Show Association sponsored by Kent County & Westville 4-H at Delaware
State Fairgrounds, Harrington, DE.
Tuesday, June 12: EAAHSC (Eastern Amateur Arabian Horse
Show Circuit) Meeting, 2nd Tuesdays of each month. Contact: Laura 302-424-1828
Sunday, June 17: Happy Father’s Day!
Sunday, June 17: Eastern Shore Western Horse Show Association sponsored by DAHA/DAYA at Caroline County 4-H Park,
Denton, MD.
Monday June 18 – Friday, June 22: Dusty Chaps Farm, LLC
Young Rider Adventure Camp Ages 5-12. 9am – 3pm. Contact Wendy 302-632-9733
Saturday, June 23: TEC Fun Day 1-3pm. Contact Denise 302249-5804
Monday, June 25: American Mustang/Burro Association-Delmarva Chapter meet @ 6PM the 4th Monday of each month,
except December. Contact: Debbie at 302-653-7005
July 2018:
Saturday, July 14: TEC Hoofpicks Youth group 10-1. Contact
Karen Jones-410-739-1327
August 2018:
Saturday & Sunday, August 11 & 12: DAHA Appaloosa Pointed
Show, Harrington Fairgrounds
Sunday, August 12: Hoofpicks Youth group 10-1, Contact Karen
Jones-410-739-1327
Saturday, August 18: TEC Sassafras WMA Swim Ride, 10-2,
Contact Karen Jones-410-739-1327
Saturday, August 25: TEC Crab Feast
September 2018:
Sunday September 2: DQHA/DQHYA Show, Caroline County 4H Park, Denton, MD. Wayne Diamond, 302-270-8999
Saturday September 8: TEC Hoofpicks Youth group Fun Day,
10-1, Contact Karen Jones 410-739-1327
Saturday, September 8: Karen's Shows at Annett Farm,
wwwannettfarms.com
Saturday, September 15: DEC “Autumn on the Brandywine”,
Drive/Ride, lunch provided, 10-2. Contact Julie at warrington_girls@yahoo.com or 302-423-7393

Anna Piccolo
Mid-Atlantic Sales Representative
Proudly serving: NJ, PA, DE, MD, VA, NC & SC

Cell: 302.682.8618
AnnaHPiccolo@yahoo.com

HAYGAIN®

New Individual Members
Teresa Willabus • Vicki and Ed Peters
James Gulick • Rachel Joseph
New Commercial Member
Happy Horses Happy People
Haygain/MidAtlantic Sales - Anna Piccolo
Happy View Farm - Ann Hobbs
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Sunday Hunting Legislative Proposal 2018
by Stan Vonasek
The Delaware Equine Council (DEC) fully supports the proposed
legislation for the Deer Damage Assistance Programs as follows:
1. Deer Damage Assistance Program (DDAP): Allow hunting on all
Sundays from September 1-January 31.
2. Severe Deer Damage Assistance Program (SDDAP): Allow hunting
on all Sundays from August 15 – May 15.
3. Extreme Deer Damage Assistance Program (EDDAP): Allow hunting on all Sundays
from May 16 – August 14.
In addition, DEC would support hunting on all Sundays during the bow season from
September 1 – January 31.
DEC does NOT SUPPORT eight (8) additional Sundays during the respective deer
seasons from September 1 - January 31. For these reasons:
• The original 5 Sundays that were legislated under HB 289 in 2016, have NOT BEEN
EFFECTIVE in increasing the sale of hunting licenses.
• In fact, hunting license sales have CONTINUED TO DECLINE in all categories.
• This land is presently open to all hunters.
• The hunters hunt on these lands because they cannot afford to be members of the
very expensive hunt clubs.
• This action will contribute to an additional decrease in sale of hunting licenses and
hunters.
• It will set a precedent to add other PUBLIC lands in future years.
NOTE: Redden Forest has had the Jester Tract CLOSED to ALL activity for over a
year to try to solve the problem of drug use and salesr and sexual activity. Also, Redden
Forest has recently advised DEC that several trails used for horse riding at Headquarters Tract are now off limits. Yet, DNREC and the Department of Agriculture are proposing to increase hunters’ accessibility on all public hunting lands by allowing ATV use of
these same trails.
A concentrated effort to increase the deer harvest under the Deer Damage Assistance
Programs by allowing 365 days of hunting and increasing the hunter support and participation in the programs is necessary.

June / July 2018
Buck Brannaman
Returns to Delaware
By Wayne Nebel

Buck Brannaman is returning to
the Quillen
Arena at the
Delaware State
Fairgrounds in
Harrington,
September 21,
22 and 23.
This will be
Buck’s fourth visit to the area since
2013. He travels all over the
United States and the world, 40
weeks a year. He is one of the few
horsemanship trainers that brings
his horses with him on the road. He
travels with three horses in various
stages of training, typically a young
horse in a snaffle bit, one horse in
hackamore/bosal and a finished
bridal horse.
There will be two classes, Foundation Horsemanship (9am-12pm)
and Horsemanship 1 (1:304:30pm). Both classes are full as
far as horses/riders, with a waiting
list. However, you can audit for $30
per day (12 and under and 65 and
over audit free). Many thanks to
the clinic sponsor, Lucretia Krantz.
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~ 2018 Delmarva Driving Club Pleasure Driving Show ~

DDC Holds Pleasure Driving Show - Sunday, May 12
By George Parris • Photos by Pam Nebel
On May 12,2018, the Delmarva Driving Club (DDC) held its annual pleasure driving show at Caroline County
4-H Park outside of Denton, MD.
The show consisted of five divisions: VSE, pony, horse, multiples and novice, with thirty-four classes consisting
of In-hand, Turnout, Reinsmanship, Working, Cones, Cross Country, Command, Costume, Carriage Dog, and
Ride and Drive.
We were blessed with perfect weather, warm but with a delightful breeze. Many thanks to an ample supply of
volunteers, advertisers, and participants. We had a very successful show.
Our Judge was Jessica Axelsson from Cape May, New Jersey. Jessica is a USEF/ADS R driving judge, driven
dressage judge and a carriage driving trainer/ instructor. Our cones course designer/judge was Anna Klumpp,
President of DDC and National Preliminary Driving Champion.
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Nursing Clinical at Harmony Hollow

Visit with a donkey

Horse Kisses

Mini Love

by Laurie Vonasek, RN, MSN
DEC members, Laurie and Stan Vonasek, hosted a nursing clinical at their farm, Harmony Hollow, in Ellendale, Delaware. Nursing Students from Wesley College in Dover,
Delaware had an unusual clinical experience learning about mindfulness, energy,
music therapy and animal therapy with a
focus on self care.
Some of the activities included: guided
meditation with Yukulele music, nature
walk, visit with animals such as horses,
donkeys, goats, chickens, cats, dogs, pigs
and bunnies. Energy exercises were performed with horse trainer Christine Nibblett.
Lastly, there were discussions on energy,
mindfulness, and the importance of self
Wesley College Nursing students
care.
visit Harmony Hollow.
Nursing student Theresa Kempczunski
stated, “During this clinical day I learned that taking care of yourself is crucial to live a
happier, healthier and longer life. People who are in the medical profession, especially
nurses and doctors preach to their patients about the importance of sleep, rest, decreased stress, nutrition and so on, but they neglect to take care of themselves. The
concept of taking care of yourself before others can make you feel guilty, but in reality it
is completely necessary and okay to do so. If we don’t take care of ourselves, we can
become rundown, exhausted, careless, and sick from the stress. Another thing I learned
from the clinical is that energy is important in all kinds of relationships. Energy can make
or break a relationship.”
The students learned that energy can be felt and can radiate from every living being,
plant or creature. Energy can be strong, weak, positive or negative. Christine Nibblett,
horse trainer, demonstrated how her energy can move her horse Pilgrim. The students
then participated in exercises experimenting with how their energy influences horses’
emotions and movements.
The students were then able to express how they could integrate this knowledge into
their lives and profession. Their self awareness was increased and they gained a better
understanding of how they can influence other humans by being aware of and using energy. The best part was that they learned these concepts by interacting with horses.
The students also learned ways to decrease stress. They filled out a questionnaire and
rated their level of stress at the beginning and end of the day. On average they reported
a 65 percent decrease in stress. One student stated, “I had a rough upbringing, but the
moment I looked into a horse’s eyes and I sat in the saddle on my horse, all my stress,
anxiety and worries disappeared.” Another student said, “When I played with the animals, I felt nothing but happiness and calmness.”

The day was a success. The students all stated they enjoyed the day and expressed at least one behavior or concept
they would integrate into their lives after this experience. Horses are powerful teachers. We all know that. That is why you
are reading this newsletter. Thank you for allowing me to share this personal experience with you.
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Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue Training
by Ruthie Franczek, DVM Ret.
“Hey if this ain’t sexy…” We heard that all weekend from our instructor on
Technical Large Animal Emergency Rescue (TLAER). Rebecca Gimenez, the
absolute goddess of TLAER is rabid about PPE (personal protective equipment). We wore it; we worked in it; we conquered each scenario.
A horse stuck in mud, horse in an overturned trailer, horse in a trench…you
name it. If we didn’t practice it, we saw real cases in slides and videos and
discussed solutions. We addressed dehydration, hypothermia, hyperthermia,
drowning. Not all rescues end in success. Some are hopeless from the
gitgo…but it’s all about what we can and cannot do safely.
This is real hands-on training, not computerized stuff, with Wally our faithful
mannequin. Some exercises were done with Annie Renzetti’s horses: We simulated rescuing horses from a barnfire. And timed it. You best be fast and organized; barns go up in five minutes. Then the firemen went into the stalls
with the horses in their “Darth Vader” attire (PPE complete with oxygen mask
and tank). Wouldn’t you know, Annie’s warmbloods didn’t react strongly and
put on a show like some of our horses would. They just gave the fireboys the
“Waddup, dog?” attitude. (Sigh) Learning to package a horse, cow or alpaca
on a “glide” safely was practiced over and over.
Throughout the three days, real situations were presented; we were given
an array of equipment to choose from; we were given teams and basic duties.
From there, we had to work it all out. It was “controlled chaos”! All the while,
Rebecca kept us focused and entertained with her tell-it-like-it-is approach.
Tori and Justin McLeod came from North Carolina with their rescue rig and
demonstrated use of equipment as well. Jack Wilson, senior
instructor from the Delaware Fire Training Center, gave us a
demo on how fast a fire takes down a building with and
without sprinklers. Yeah, those fire boys love to burn stuff
up! It was impressive and made a point.
This training is open to vets, EMTs, firemen, law enforcement, folks in the Delaware Animal Response team and the
interested public. And it’s free! The Delaware Animal Response team (DAR) is headed by Karen Clark. She coordinates rescue efforts, training, and the equipment in the DAR
trailer. Karen’s contact info is 302-242-3594. Her email is
Delighted with
karen.clark@state.de.us
the training
Best of all, we got certified in TLAER and a feeling of
Can-Do! This is probably going to be an annual event so look for it next May!

TLAER Triaining
covered a wide
range of essentials.

Tuckahoe Equestrian
Center Poker Run
by Joyce Bell
If you consider the warm
breeze, cloudless sky, and general fun on (and off) our equine
friends, everyone was a Winner
at TEC's Poker Run.
Some of the 20 obstacles set
up at TEC and in the surrounding woods were easier than others, while some -- perhaps the water hazard and
horizontal noodle push-thru -- were more challenging. To some, many obstacles were difficult, while to
others, lots were a cinch. Hopefully, all obstacles
helped to enhance the relationship between horse
and their human. The riders who won the money
were: 1st place, Francis Kinnamon; 2nd place, Madison Curtis, and 3rd place, Marie Nilsson. Some folks
took home good deals from the silent auction, some
others snagged door prizes, and hopefully everyone
went home with full tummies from lunch served in the
clubhouse. TEC thanks everyone -- too numerous to
list here, but you know who you are(!) -- whose efforts made the 4th Annual Poker Run possible.
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Reiki for Equines: Balance Healing and Harmony
by Patricia Gilmore, Master Reiki Practitioner and Certified in Animal Reiki
What is Reiki?
my hands are over the areas they
Reiki is a safe and gentle holistic therapy that is done by
want me to focus on. Animals deplacing the hands in a series of positions over or slightly
cide if they want Reiki and even
above the body. From these positions positive energy flows
determine the length of the sesthrough the hands of the practitioner into the clients body.
sion. I will never push an animal to
Reiki assists the body's natural healing process by activatexcept Reiki and they will walk
ing the relaxation response and helping the body to balaway when they have had enough.
ance itself. Animals are highly sensitive to the energies of
I would like to acknowledge the
Hot Shot
their surroundings and intuitively understand Reiki as a
life changing works of CFERD who
healing energy. Reiki balances the energy patterns and
recently took in 15 of the many rescued horses in Quanstrengthens the animal’s natural healing systems. When
tico, MD through the Wicomico Humane Society. Their
the animal’s healing systems are performing at an optimum
compassion, determination and unwavering commitment to
level, the body, mind and spirit can heal itself. (Note: Reiki
give these horses a better life is awe-inspiring. They are a
is not a substitute for traditional veterinary medicine, but
wonderful group of people who have taught me so much.
complementary care that can support the healing process)
Complimentary Evaluations
What are the Benefits of Reiki for your pet?
I offer complimentary evaluations to make sure the ownAll animals can benefit from Reiki for general health and
ers are comfortable with me and to see how I interact with
well being. Just like people, even healthy pets can have
their animals, whereby giving them the opportunity to see
occasional physical, emotional and mental imbalances.
how it all works. This is also where the owner and I discuss
Reiki is one of many tools that can be used to support aniand develop their pet’s Reiki needs. The typical evaluation
mal health and is complementary to traditional veterinary
will last about an hour and basically consist of getting to
care and other alternative healing practices. By triggering
know the animals and their owners along with finding out
the body’s relaxation response Reiki helps to lessen stress
about any issues they may have.
which in turn helps strengthens the immune system. This
I can be reached through my practice The Reiki Experimakes Reiki a great supportive therapy alongside tradience in Millsboro, Delaware, at 302-260-4771. Please feel
tional medical treatments. The gentle touch and the energy
free to contact me with any questions or to set up a compliof Reiki can help restore trust in animals that have learned
mentary evaluation.
to associate touch with being hurt. I have seen this transformation occur in my own dog and with horses that I work
Beware of
with at Changing Fates Equine Rescue of Delaware
Too Many Buttercups
(CFERD) in Laurel where I volunteer my services. Reiki is
in Horse Pastures
a great way to ease an animal’s transition to a new home
by
Kentucky Equine Research
environment or to enhance training your pet. It promotes
Buttercup
(Ranunculus spp.), a
relaxation and calms animals with emotional issues, anxibright
yellow
annual,
biennial
or perennial flower found
ety, separation anxiety or stress.
in
pastures,
can
cause
serious
problems in horses that
My Practice
eat
it
as
they
graze.
The
leaves
and stems of many
My journey into Reiki began in 2013 when my sister inspecies
of
buttercup
contain
ranunculin,
a glycoside that
vited me to take a Reiki class with her. During this class, I
forms
the
toxic
blistering
agent
protoanemonin
when the
realized that this was my true calling and a way to fulfill my
plant
is
chewed
or
crushed.
This
bitter-tasting
oil
irritates
desire to help others. I decided to pursue Animal Reiki after
the
lining
of
the
horse’s
mouth
and
digestive
tract.
Ownwe adopted our dog Ricky who suffers from anxiety and
ers
may
notice
blisters
on
the
horse’s
lips,
swelling
of fafear from the abuse by his previous owner. Reiki became a
cial
tissue,
excessive
salivation,
mild
colic
and
diarrhea
significant compliment along with his dog training to prothat might contain blood. Decreased appetite and a
mote positive energy and relaxation which calms him and
slowed pulse may also be present. In severe cases, butkeeps him from having to take daily medication to treat his
tercup ingestion can lead to skin twitching, paralysis,
anxiety. After seeing how Reiki gave Ricky the ability to live
convulsions and death. Affected horses can display
a more normal and happy life, I decided to devote my prachemorrhaging and congestion in the lungs on posttice to helping animals.
mortem examination. Cattle, goats and pigs are also
I love all animals but while volunteering at Changing
susceptible to the toxin.
Fates, I have developed a deep appreciation and affection
Horse owners who are not sure how to identify butterfor horses. While working with the many different horses
cup
in their fields should ask the local agricultural extenthere, I have gained a great deal of experience and I have
sion
agent for assistance. The agent can also suggest
found that horses are very accepting of their Reiki sesthe
control
method (tilling, spraying) that will be most efsions. They are active participants setting the pace and the
fective
in
ridding
pastures of buttercup.
direction of the session by positioning their bodies so that
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Please support our Commercial Members
FARMS
• Blue Diamond Equestrian Center
stephenbrianne@ymail.com
• Curtis ChildersShow Horses 217-299-8245
• Dusty Chaps Farm www.dustychapsfarm.com
302-632-9733
• Feather Lee Acres www.FeatherLeeAcres.net
302-542-7063
• Happy View Farm - Ann Hobbs
hobbsnoon@hotmail.com
• Healing Hearts Stables
healingdeartsstables@gmail.com
• Lone Star Stables
www.facebook.com/lonestargeorgetown
302-858-2687
• Royal Acres Haflingers 302-422-3454
• Track View Farm 302-233-0800, 302-535-7850
• Tir-Na-Nog Stables 302-270-7840

VETERINARY
•
•
•
•

All Creatures Veterinary 302-258-8160
Dr. Christopher Baldt Chiropractor 302-945-4575
Cokesbury Veterinary Service 302-947-4991
Delmarva Equine Clinic www.delmarca-equine.com
302-735-4735

REPORT lost, loose, neglected, or abused horses to
Delaware Department of Agriculture
302-698-4500 or 302-698-4561

FARM SUPPLY
• B & W Farm Supply www.bwfarmsupply.com
302-398-3059
• Bryan & Brittingham 302-846-9500
• Burke Equipment www.burkeequipment.com
302-284-0123
• Chick’s Farm & Feed 302-270-4432
• Chick’s Saddlery & Western Wear
www.chicksaddlery.com 302-398-4630
• Currey Farms www.curreyfarms.net 302-542-4793
• Happy Horses Happy People
jerry.daub@bemermail.com
www.jerrydaub.bermergroup.com
• Haygain/Mid Atlantic Sales - Anna Piccolo
annahpiccolo@yahoo.com
www.annapiccolodesigns.com
• Hudson Farm Supply 302-398-3654
• Kay’s Feed and Supplies 302-875-5293
• Gambler’s Choice Equestrian Center
www.gcequestrian.com 302-632-9777
• Steward Farms 302-284-0514
• Southern States Middletown 302-378-9841

SERVICES
• Courageous Hearts Equine Assisted
Psychotherapy & Learning Center
courageoushearts1@rocketmail.com
• Dan Watson Welding, LLC 302-698-9507
• EnG Services 302-858-6206
• Hendricks & Son 302-398-3215
• Ijule www.facebook.com/ijule.net 302-684-2652
• MTK Hosting & Support www.mtksupport.com
302-398-4018
• Riding by Design www.ridingbydesign.com
302-535-9759
• The Reiki Experience at Millsboro, Delaware
sweet2ness31@gamil.com
• Two Old Mares Blanket Service 302-856-3189

Scan this code to go to
the DEC website

